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Testimonials
Praise from the business community……
“John is truly a financial wizard when it comes to showing people from all
income and wealth levels how to create more income and wealth without having
to depend on Wall Street.”
---Jack Canfield, Coauthor of the Success Principles™ and Chicken Soup for the Soul®
“John Jamieson has opened my eyes to many proven methods for building wealth that I never knew existed. Before you
listen to all the other so-called financial gurus, learn from his fresh approach.”
---Steve Harrison, President and Creator of Quantum Leap Training Systems
“In order to grow most businesses you will need capital. The traditional approach with bank loans is an expensive
approach (if you even qualify). In John’s new book, Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds, he outlines how to turn the
tables on the banks and use your own money to scale and grow. If you are looking to scale your already successful
business and capital is required (without giving up ownership to investors) this books is a must to study as a financial
option. This book is also loaded with dozens of real world wealth and income creation strategies that only an
experienced investor and business man like John could put in one cohesive place.”
---Scott Letourneau, The Business Formation Expert
“John Jamieson is the epitome of one of my favorite saying, he is a “Do-ru”, not just a guru! John walks the walk; he
really does profitable deals and shows others how to do the same. I have had the distinct pleasure of knowing and
working with John for 7 years now, I can tell you here is nobody I know that is more passionate about helping people,
not only create more wealth for themselves, but preserve it as well; helping people have a legacy that they can pass
down. John’s first book has changed thousands of lives for the better and this one is an absolute masterpiece, a MUST
have!”
---Chris Lombardo, Real Estate Investor, Educator and Mentor
“John Jamieson has been a friend and an inspiration to me now for many years. He has dedicated himself to providing
quality service and education together with wealth building techniques that have proven to be innovative and life
changing. I have been fortunate enough to collaborate on a few projects with John and always learn something new in
the process. I look forward to seeing what new information John has to share moving forward as he has proven himself
to be someone to watch and learn from.”
---“Big Daddy”, Mike Biglane, Biglane Mentoring Services, Inc.
“I love this book! Jamieson strips away the veneer and hits us between the eyes with the naked truth about succeeding
in the world of wealth creation. Impossibly, he delivers more in his second book than in his record-shattering first.”
---Tracie Taylor, Lifestyle Entrepreneur, Wealth and Wellness Coach
“…I have the unique pleasure of having Mr. John Jamieson at my church on several occasions. He has been the
keynote speaker on Sunday mornings working with us on a better business model for automatically and systematically
creating tax free generational wealth. As a result of his unique blend of faith and wealth strategies, he has been labeled
the “Pastor of Finances” by New Breed Church.

I am confident that Mr. Jamieson has the expertise to help civic, ecclesiastical, business; private and non-profit groups
reach their financial goals. He is intelligent and has great economic cognizant skills to reverse the deep thresholds of
traditional stagnated poverty. In my opinion, Mr. Jamieson is a financial guru with a revolutionary cutting edge
approach to wealth building. I stand in full support and highly recommend Mr. John Jamieson to all.”
---Dr. Ken Howard, M.S., M.Div., D.Min., President and Senior Pastor, New Breed Church
“Hey John, I just read Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds. WOW! In a confusing world, you really know how to
break down seemingly complicated programs and explain them in an easy to understand manor. You’re the best I’ve
met at laying out adverse risks (wealth drains) to be aware of and how the average investor can combat those drains.
Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds is a huge wealth of cutting edge information and is a must read for everyone!”
---Brady Black, Vice President of Marketing, Gradient Annuity Brokerage
“Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds is a MUST READ!! Whether you are a savvy investor or just getting your feet
wet, this book is full of simple strategies to build wealth without risking the ups and downs of the stock market. Even
though I have been a Realtor for 25 years this book has opened my eyes and showed me why I should be investing in the
area I know & understand. John, you knocked it out of the park with this book I can't wait till it hits the shelves, I will
be referring it to everyone I know.”
---Brian Thomas, RE/MAX First
“Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds is loaded with more real life income and wealth strategies than I have ever
seen in one book. Every chapter is loaded with strategies that everyone can use in their real lives and businesses. John
does an awesome job of simply explaining seemingly complex strategies so that anyone at any level can use the
information. I also loved the fact that I can get help with actually implementing almost every strategy in the book. This
book is for anyone, at any level, who wants to get ahead financially. I can’t wait to get the finished copy in my hands
and start referring people to buy their own copy!”
---Christy Harris, CTM Investment Group

What Real Estate Professional had to say about John and his trainings……
“John, I wanted to take a moment to thank you for presenting your wealth building seminar at our RE/MAX of
Southeastern Michigan Special Event.
I was truly impressed, as were our agents, with the wealth strategies that you presented for the real estate industry. It
was exciting to learn how the concepts from your Perpetual Wealth Systems and Real Estate Agents Build Wealth
programs can dramatically improve an agent’s income and net worth.
Your presentation style was both professional and entertaining. We have had a very positive response from our agents
that attended this event. I am pleased to hear that a number of our associates have contacted you to work with them on
their personal wealth strategies. Great job on the entire event!
I look forward to partnering with you in the near future on other events that will help and enhance our membership’s
financial opportunities.”
---Joe Sabatini, Vice President and Regional Manager, RE/MAX of Southeastern Michigan
“John Jamieson presented his wealth building seminar at our annual Master Sales Society Event earlier this year and
he was universally appreciated and we intend to have him back next year.
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John’s skills as a platform presenter and salesperson are matched by his subject knowledge and enthusiasm for it.”
---Mike Pallin, Floyd Wickman Team President
“I wanted to take a moment to let you know that I truly appreciated your sharing of your time and talent at the Lunch
and Learn Seminar at RE/MAX Suburban.
I must say that I was initially skeptical of your claims prior to your visit to meet with our team. To claim to have new
information to build wealth which is radically different and contrary to what we have all been taught was indeed, quite a
claim!
I was blown away with what you shared – you delivered exactly what you promised, and more. Your ideas and concepts
are indeed totally different that I had ever heard before, and made a lot of sense.
Your professional presentation and adept speaking style was informative, energetic and kept the attention of the group.
Since your seminar, I have had a number of our team come to me to let me know that they had felt similarly, and that
they would be contacting you to obtain more information and to move forward with what you proposed.
Great job on educating our team with what seems to be a great way to build wealth, with a twist! Bravo.”
---Dave Tuscany, Broker/Owner, RE/MAX Suburban, Inc.
“Best wealth building presentation I have ever heard; wish I could have started using this 30 years ago.”
---David M., Realtor, Adrian, Michigan
“The content that John Jamieson presented was more valuable than I would have ever expected.”
---Jane D., Clarkston, Michigan
“Very cutting edge information.”
---Rick Rosen, Realtor, Shelby Township, Michigan
“I learned idea’s from John that I have never heard before.”
---Ray N., Realtor, Sterling Heights, Michigan
“My eyes have been opened. I learned so much. Very well worth my time. Everyone should hear this.”
---Kathy Z., Associate Broker, Adrian, Michigan
“Great info and several new and innovative ideas about creating and accumulating wealth.
---Sharon O., Broker, Shell Knob, Montana

What Clients and Students had to say about John and his trainings……
“In the last two years I have sat down with several financial advisers and listened to them explain what products that
they thought would suit my needs best. I am not a risk taker; I am a widow, a single mom and a business woman who
was looking for a product that would build wealth for my retirement as well as for my children without having the risk of
possibly losing it all. The first time I met John I knew he was going to be the guy to understand what I wanted and to
help me achieve that goal! John has taken all of my fears out of how to invest my monies. With John’s guidance I know I
have set up a fantastic retirement for myself as well as a great nest egg for my family generations to come!”
---Kim Z., Michigan
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"I first met John during a real estate training seminar back in November 2010. I was very impressed with John’s
knowledge of all aspects of real estate, but the concept of Perpetual Financing peaked my interest. I’ve been investing
in stocks, all types of options, commodities and currencies for more than fifteen years and I had never heard of the
concept of Perpetual Financing. My wife and I are currently using the funds in our whole life insurance policies to
purchase four homes in Detroit this year at a discount from the peak market of 80% and renting them with a positive
cash flow per month of $550.00. By pulling the funds from the policies we continue to get the dividend on the total
policy balance, plus the rental cash flow, plus the interest for the using the funds goes directly back to our
policies. Finally, all the earnings within the policy grow tax-free.
John and his team simplified and automated the entire transaction process. From setting up the whole life insurance
policy, finding high quality properties in Detroit at great discounts, closing, taxes, insurance, renting to high quality
tenants and property management.
Finally, we plan to hold onto the properties for three to five years with the monthly positive cash flow and eventually sell
the properties at an estimated 100% return, or more on our funds. John and his team will also handle the selling of the
properties once the time is right. A complete end-to-end solution."
---Jay H., Washington
"I just spent three remarkable days with John Jamieson who was the main lecturer for a seminar in Los Angeles. He is a
natural teacher, experienced investor and for me the whole package… John has hit the top of my Guru Chart… I
recommend to all those investors who have been looking like geniuses because of a strong local economy it’s time to
listen and get some real methods and ideas from John Jamieson who knows how to make money in a challenged
market."
---Candice J., California
"Mr. Jamieson was recently facilitating a training class in real estate. His knowledge, experience, and communication
skills really helped open my eyes and perception into new ideas, concepts and strategies into the Real Estate Market.
Mr. Jamieson’s methods and strategies are tested proven and allotted economic gains for himself and his business. I
highly commend his support, expertise, and facilitating techniques in the area of investing settings."
---Semi P. S., Washington
"As a national professional speaker, I always thought I was an outside the box thinker when it came to marketing my
business dealings. What a treat and literal paradigm shift when John and I had the chance to work together. I was
coached by the master himself!"
---Dennis Dinoia, National Trainer, Florida
"We first thank you for all your help with our first home. Besides being a great instructor in which you taught us a lot.
You were great at answering our questions about this whole process… We followed your advice and got a toll free
number and put the house on our website (that was so easy). We had our first open house on a Sunday. We had an offer
four days later and closed on the property in two weeks. Our profit was $25,000."
---Jacqui and Chris H., Michigan
“Excellent Training! So much information that is not available anywhere else. John and the instructors he invited know
their subject matter inside and out. They are honest trustworthy folks with a sense of humor!”
---Reggie W., Louisiana
“This seminar was amazing. I wish you had been doing this 20 years ago and I had found you then. Thanks, I can’t
wait to get started with you.”
---Colin M., Connecticut
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“I’ve been to a lot of real estate/money making seminars and I found this one to have the most value of them all. It’s a
complete package using your own bank to real estate acquisition. The team was very knowledgeable and interested in
our success.”
---Margaret Tom, Hawaii
“This is one of the best seminars I have ever attended. Content was excellent and the presentations were very well done.
This is definitely a game changer.”
---Tom M., Michigan

What Medical Professionals are saying……
“I would highly recommend “The Perpetual Wealth System” to anyone. My father has always been a huge proponent of
whole life insurance. After reading John Jamieson's book, I realized how powerful owning a "properly designed" whole
life policy can be. The Perpetual Wealth System explains the benefits of owning a whole life policy such as tax deferred
growth, death benefits, long term care benefits if necessary, etc... The book then explains how to utilize the policy to
essentially create your own bank from which you can take loans against. Mr. Jamieson also goes into various strategies
to use that bank to grow your wealth. The book was a very easy read and a huge eye opener for me. I have had the
opportunity to speak with John twice since reading his book and will say that his communication skills and candor are
impeccable. I hope to be working with John for many years to come. There is absolutely no excuse to not read this
book.”
---Dr. William Soscia, Florida
“John is a knowledgeable, trustworthy, and helpful financial wizard. His depth of knowledge on the financial products
and how they coexist with the current financial markets is a true asset. After discovering John, speaking and working
with him, I now have a much more predictable and promising future. As a small business owner, I wish I found John
sooner in order to become my own bank to self-finance business capital that I need. Because of John, I know have the
financial plan to sustain my needs now, my retirement years and beyond. I highly recommend anyone to work with John
if they are serious about a secure future.”
---Dr. Taj Haynes, North Carolina
“I happened upon John at an ideal time in my career. My private practice was growing and my investments had
increased markedly since the stock market crash of 2008. I was searching for a strategy to deleverage my market
exposure without decreasing my return on investment. I took a chance and contacted John after viewing some of his online tutorials and reading his book “The Perpetual Wealth System.” His knack for simplifying complex investment
strategies and his willingness to openly discuss not only his greatest achievements as an investor, but also his failures
and how he learned and improved as a result of them, immediately earned my respect. There are plenty of financial
"experts" who can pitch an investment strategy without ever having waked the walk. John is a true and tried investor
which makes for an ideal advisor and mentor. He listened to my concerns and suggested an approach involving real
estate and whole life insurance. I now own four investment properties and an insurance policy that are both sources of
guaranteed income regardless of how the stock market performs. The cash on cash return on my investment has already
exceeded what I imagined, and the whole process from concept to implementation was seamless. I would recommend
John and his team to anyone and look forward to doing business with him for years to come.”
---Dr. Robert Berls, New York
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